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 Autodesk is pleased to announce the release of Civil 3D 2016. This version delivers a refreshed user interface and updated tools
for 3D modeling and site-specific workflows. Civil 3D includes a more powerful modeling experience and an expanded level of

integrated support for GIS tools. Additionally, new support for road networks enables construction firms and clients to
incorporate more detailed information into their designs. The combination of stronger modeling tools and improved workflow
tools has resulted in the most comprehensive release of the Civil 3D platform to date. Civil 3D 2016 also features a new user
interface that provides an updated look and feel of the overall program and includes several improvements to Civil 3D’s user

interface, including a new way of interacting with the Main Viewport that is more productive and intuitive. There are also
several new features included in this release of Civil 3D, including: * *Replaced a number of command names that are more
specific and should be more widely used, including "Edit Model From Clipboard" and "Import AutoCAD Export File" with

"Edit Model From Clipboard" and "Import Model From File" * *Added "Create Panoramic Images" to the Commands menu in
the Annotations tab * *Improved model fitting and texturing of models using AutoCAD 3D 2013 or newer * *Provides a more
detailed model of a building with the new IsoSpace 2.0 features * *Easier to link a site and to associate a site with a drawing by
adding site properties to the Site Definition * *The "World Wind" terrain plugin has been updated to version 6.0.0. * *Added
the option to insert an alignment bar when displaying a vector drawing. * *Added the option to insert alignment markers when

viewing a layer as blocks. * *Added the option to display the trackpad preview window when using the Go To command *
*Added a tool to track changes in the current drawing when using a tool for any viewport * *Added a Rotate tool with only a

click and drag operation for rotating the model. * *Added a "Drafting Tolerance" option that controls how Civil 3D
automatically handles changes made to a drawing while using some tools. * *Increased the accuracy of the grids when importing
the ECW and.iges format files. * *Improved the user interface for the Curve Interpolation tool. * *Improved the user interface

for the Bevel command. * *Improved the user interface for the Repair Geometry 82157476af
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